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over the abused and manufacturers of defective products over severely injured Oregonians
should be held accountable.
At this point in the election cycle, many
of your Guardian dollars would have already
been contributed to candidates. Instead, the
PAC Board decided to hold on to our resources
in order to remind both our friends and those
who were unwilling to restore justice for survivors that they should not take civil justice
issues for granted.
This has allowed us to have lengthy, detailed discussions with several dozen legislators about the dire consequences to injured
Oregonians due to the legislature’s failure to
right the wrongs of the Horton decision. These
one-on-one conversations are happening at a
time when we have the candidates’ attention.
We go in-depth with legislators about exactly
how the Senate failed and what that epic failure has meant to seriously injured and abused
Oregonians. When we talk them through how
senators publicly pledged to vote for the legislation and then worked behind the scenes to
kill it, our allies in the legislature understand

political system which is so dismissive of the
basic right to trial by jury guaranteed in our
constitution. And PAC Board members asked
the OTLA membership to join in refraining
from contributing to members of the legislature at this time.
That being said, there are a few exceptions.
To date, the PAC Board has made a couple of
other key decisions. One is to give full support to OTLA member and longtime champion
of civil justice Shemia Fagan in her effort to
unseat Rod Monroe, senator from East County.
Monroe was one of the politicians who claimed
to support the bill while behind the scenes he
to blocked a vote at a couple critical junctures.
He explained his vote by saying he wanted to
side with the hospitals (instead of victims of
medical negligence).
The other is to recommend Rob Wagner
and Claudia Black as candidates to replace
retired Senator Richard Devlin (D – Lake
Oswego). A slate of potential replacements
was chosen by Democratic Party activists
and county commissioners in the district will
select the replacement senator.
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Randi McGinn

Bill Barton

A New Year, A New Roster of Great OTLA events!

H

appy 2018! The Oregon Trial Lawyers Association kicks off the New
Year with a fantastic CLE featuring
two dynamos of the legal community
— Randi McGinn and Bill Barton.
Don’t miss the full day, special edition
of the Barton BootCamp on Saturday, January 27th—at the Doubletree Hotel in Portland’s Lloyd
district.
Randi McGinn is known for her
creativity in the courtroom and use of
demonstrative evidence to visualize
opening, direct, cross-examination and
closing argument. She has destroyed
adverse witnesses by leaving a pretentious Beverly Hills doctor standing in
front of the jury covered with post-it
notes and clutching a grapefruit to his
chest, by grilling a government snitch
until he threw up and by exposing the
fact that a world-renowned polygraph
expert had been polygraphing his own
sperm cells in the dead of night. In a
particularly hard-won police shooting
case, the local SWAT officers once put
her face on their Christmas piñata

and took turns whacking it with a big
stick. She is committed to exposing the
truth, at any cost.
In the first act of her presentation,
she will treat attendees to “10 (Or
More) Best Lessons from 37 Years of
Practice.” Her practical approach and
engaging presentation style makes her
a big draw for TLA’s across the nation.
The second act of McGinn’s presentation will take you on a trip back
in time. “How A Good Kid Became the
World’s Most Famous Outlaw (The
Story of my Representation of Billy
the Kid)” will share highlights of this
notorious case and what she would
have done differently.
Barton will round out the second
half of the day speaking on “Effective
Damages: Proof, Techniques and Arguments in PI Claims” and “My View of
Losing—Another Way to See it.”
This CLE would not be possible
without the vision of Bill Barton. His
wealth of knowledge and experience
culminates each year with Barton’s
Advocacy Boot Camp. Typically, each

Boot Camp consists of 23 hours of
instruction spanning two weekends
about six months apart. Participation in the workshop is by invitation
and referral, and is limited to approximately ten lawyers each session.
Participants are carefully selected and
must desire a career as a civil plaintiff’s lawyer. Also included in being a
veteran of Boot Camp is free admission to this CLE in perpetuity.

You can register online at:
oregontriallawyers.org
PRICING:
$229 Attorney Members
$199 Guardians
$149 New Lawyers (practicing <10 years), Legal Staff, Law Students
$119 New Lawyer Guardians
FREE Boot Camp Veterans

Or contact OTLA Education Director Kathleen
Bergin at kathleen@oregontriallawyers.org
to purchase.
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Oregon Legislature Opens 35 day Session on
February 5th by Arthur Towers

O

TLA members will be working hard
to keep tabs on legislative action
as the legislature swings into action
on February 5th.
Because of the Oregon Senate’s
unwillingness to take up controversial issues and the time constraint,
legislation around lifting compensation caps for the seriously injured will
not be considered. However, legislators
and allies have sought our help with a
variety of other topics:

approaches. David Sugerman has been
helping out as well. We have a great opportunity to educate legislators about
the shortcomings of consumer protection law in Oregon, but it is unlikely we
will be able to move strong legislation
in 2018. Walgenkim and Hanson have
been participating in a workgroup led
by Senator Chuck Riley on legislation
to better protect consumers from used
car dealers. John Gear has also been
lending a hand on this.

Civil Justice & Civil Rights

Motor Vehicle Safety and Liability

Fighting for Injured Workers

Getting Ready Now for the
2019 Session

OTLA members Michael Rose and
Charlie Gee have been working closely
with Representative Susan McLain
on the operation of self-driving cars in
Oregon. Waymo (Google) has passenger-only self-driving cars — no one
behind the wheel — on the streets of
Phoenix. We want to make sure the
corporations putting these on the road
get no sort of immunity from product
liability laws or the rules of the road.
We would not be surprised to see these
in Oregon in the next two years as
companies race to be first to market.
Neil Jackson, Bill Gaylord, Richard
Lane and David Sugerman are also
helping with this work.

Consumer Protection

Representative Paul Holvey and Senator Floyd Prozanski have asked our
assistance on how to protect consumers from the negative impact of data
breaches such as Equifax. OTLA
members Young Walgenkim and Adam
Hanson have been pursuing different

The Oregon
AFL-CIO has
requested our
help on a bill to
improve the level
of benefits for
workers who miss
a significant amount of work. Chris
Frost and Julene Quinn have been
working on this in conjunction with
OTLA’s Workers’ Comp Policy Group.

Representative Karin Power is concerned about the impact pay discrimination has on jury awards and settlements for economic loss. She is drafting
a bill to prohibit defendants from
introducing evidence leading jurors to
consider discriminatory pay practices
in their deliberations. We are working
with Power to make sure we carefully
word this legislation so it does not have
unintended consequences.

We also have policy groups busy
preparing for the 2019 session. Our
Employment Work Group is exploring a number of ideas. Because of the
interest of allies, age discrimination
may be rising to the top of the list, but
it is too early to tell.
We will also be determining the
best way to approach reversing the

LEGISLATURE continues on page 4
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LEGISLATURE continued from page 3
worst aspects of the Horton decision.
The Workers Comp Policy Group is
working on a bill to limit the newlybroadened scope of pre-existing conditions. The Oregon Supreme Court,
in the Brown decision, made it much
more difficult for injured workers to be
properly compensated for on-the-job
injuries.
The most important thing we can
be doing to win for our clients in 2019
is to elect pro-civil justice candidates
in the 2018 election. Your Guardian
contributions support both our legislative and electoral activity. Thank you
so much for your generosity of time
and money.

OTLA’s Legislative Committee
— Time to Volunteer!

I

t’s that time of year…the start of the
Oregon Legislature’s session and of
Tuesday OTLA Legislative Committee
meetings. Co-chairs Derek Johnson
and Neil Jackson lead the meetings
where OTLA members from all practice areas volunteer time to review
bills and give their expert advice on issues affecting your practices, the civil
justice system, the courts and your
clients’ rights!
As if that isn’t enough enticement
to be part of this ever growing group
of your colleagues, a delicious dinner
is provided at the 5:00pm Tuesday
meetings at OTLA HQ. Entertaining
and thought provoking discussions are
guaranteed.
If you are interested in volunteering to review bills or joining the Legislative Committee, please contact Jake
Hessel at jake@oregontriallawyers.org
or 503-223-5587.
Because this is a year when the
legislature meets for short session
(only 5 weeks), our Legislative Committee meetings will be limited. Below
is the current schedule.

JANUARY 23RD:

Welcome and introduction meeting
Assignments to review bills
FEBRUARY 6TH:

Additional bill assignments
FEBRUARY 13TH:

Final bill review/amendments
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Communication Breakdown: The Attorney
Whisperer Answers Your Questions With Sari de la Motte
Dear Sari,
“I’ve heard you speak and I was
intrigued with your advice to trial
lawyers about winning. You said
we’re too focused on winning.
I must admit this makes no sense
to me. Can you clarify?”

S

ure. Out of all the advice
I give, this often gets the
most pushback. When I tell
attorneys they need to let go
of winning, they accuse me of
telling them to not care, to turn
into a “robot,” or to do less than their
best. Nothing could be further from
the truth.
We all want to win. Whether
that’s trial or a game of Monopoly with
your nephews (wait, is that just me?)
winning feels GREAT. Well, maybe it’s
not so much winning feels great, but
losing feels so very, very bad.
As humans we’re wired to avoid
pain at all costs. So, of course, we don’t
want to lose. And that’s ok. You should
want to win. You should want to win
very much. But what you can’t do is be
attached to winning.
Now what do I mean by
attachment?
Think about this in terms of cross
exam. We get attached, don’t we? We
really want to show the jury what a
liar this guy or gal is. So we make it
personal. We get snarky. We get rude.
We say sarcastic things. All of which
do nothing for our case. We’re too attached. We think this is personal
when it’s not.
I brought this up in a seminar a
few years ago when an attorney said,
“But we’re defending the truth! It just
makes me so mad when they lie!” I
said, “The truth needs no defense.
It needs a voice.” The minute you attempt to defend, you’re attached.
So how do you know if you’re attached to the outcome? Well, anger is
a really great indicator. The more attached we are to something, the more
angry we get when things don’t go our
way.
This is really dangerous for trial
attorneys. For two reasons. One, anger
clouds our judgment. We don’t make

good decisions when
we’re angry
and trial is
all about
making good
decisions.
Two, anger
communicates to the
jury this is
personal.
When it’s
Sari de la Motte
personal,
you’re asking
the jury to award you a verdict, not
your client. There is no jury on the
planet willing to award you, a plaintiff
attorney, a verdict.
Here’s the truth: you can really
care about your client and still let go
of winning. You can prepare and do
your absolute best and still let go of
winning. You can really, really want
to win and still let go of winning. You
not only can, but you should.
How? By realizing no matter how
much you care, how much you prepare, how much you want to win, the
outcome is ultimately out of your
hands.
Winning is out of your control.
You can do everything possible to win,
but ultimately you have to let go and
just be in the moment, which is where
you have the most power.
The more you focus on winning,
the more you communicate to jurors
you’ll do ANYTHING to win. Don’t you
think jurors already think this? They
think you’ll lie, cheat and steal to get

a verdict. Sending out that energy can
only hurt you, not help.
How attached are you to “winning?” Can you let go of the outcome
and be at peace with the here and
now? I promise you if you can let go
you’ll find you have more energy to put
toward the present moment which is
where you have the most power.
For more advice on trial technique
visit my website at www.attorneywhisperer.com and click on the Trial
Consulting tab.
An expert in nonverbal intelligence,
Sari de la Motte works with attorneys on trial communication, witness
preparation, and jury selection. She
has been interviewed in the Huffington
Post, The Atlantic, The Oregonian, and
on television and radio. She is based in
Portland, Oregon.
Send your questions for the
next issue of Sidebar to:
sari@attorneywhisperer.com.
Questioners will remain anonymous.

Got News?
Contact Communications Director
Amy Anderson to post in the next
edition of Sidebar.
amy@oregontriallawyers.org
or 503-345-0043
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OTLA’s new Gold Annual Partner iBridge LLC
An interview with Desh Urs, CEO
When and why did you start
iBridge LLC?

My wife and I started iBridge in 2004;
her experience was in aerospacedefense and mine in technology. Both
of us came up the ranks in corporate
America. After being part of executive
teams in Fortune 500 companies, we
felt it was time to do something different with our lives. We identified with
at-risk women and children and began
the journey of trying to see what we
could do to help. We always knew information was an underutilized asset.
We decided to change how people valued and used information. Then came
the Internet and information tsunami.
The body of our work developed into
distilling all kinds of information
and converting it to bite-size, usable
chunks for different purposes.
To support members of OTLA, we
offer ways to reduce litigation service
costs, improve speed and responsiveness in information gathering and
increase security and defensibility of
case data.

Our promise is to deliver exceptional results with every engagement.

How can iBridge help OTLA members?

We are a very collaborative team
which thrives on sharing and learning. When we are at cross-roads on
a decision, the question which gets
asked — is it in the best interest of the
customer? It brings instant clarity. We
have all the sizzle and sparkle of the
traditional litigation support providers
with a larger than usual footprint but
none of it matters if our customers did
not trust us to deploy cost-effective solutions to problems they want solved.
We provide a complete suite of
services to collect information from
traditional sources to social media.
Our social media investigation capabilities are deep and so is our ability to
manage matters through data identification, collection, analysis and review.
We provide defensible e-discovery
tools that balance defensibility and
costs. Our solutions are designed and
built by an integrated team, ensuring

continuity and quality across the entire process.
In most transactional matters
where price is the driver, we compete
well and we would like to earn your
business and enhance your offerings.
It’s not complicated.

What sets iBridge apart from other
companies in Oregon?

Attitude! It cannot always be about
money, it must be about results. We do
not have sales people, our colleagues
are compensated for customer retention and solving, not selling. We have
no illusions on who we are and our
place on this planet; therefore, every
opportunity we get is treated like our
first job. We love what we do! If we
didn’t, none of us would show up in the
morning.
Feel free to reach out to Kim Wick,
kim.wick@ibridgellc.com or Dean Van
Dyke on his cell at 425-295-1735 or
by email at dean.vandyke@ibridgellc.
com with further questions or to learn
more!
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OTLA Welcomes New Gold Annual Partner

Resolution Strategies, LLC

A

s we all know far too well, more and
more cases settle and never see the
light of day in a courtroom. With 98%
of cases resolved without trial, Resolution Strategies hones its craft by
assisting clients in securing the best
negotiated resolution possible.
The lawyers at Resolution Strategies are not neutrals. They represent
you and your client as settlement
counsel. Working hand-in-hand with
the trial team, they focus on maximizing your settlement opportunities. At
times it can be difficult to switch hats
and talk settlement in the middle of
contentious litigation – different skill
sets are required. With over 15 years
of experience in serving as settlement
counsel (and a combined experience of
over 75 years as trial counsel, general
counsel, executive management and
board service), Resolution Strategies’
partners know how to open the door
to principled resolutions leveraging
the strengths of the case and the trial
team.
Smart business often dictates the
value of a strong negotiated settlement. That’s where veterans Eric
English and Patrick O’Malley come
in — aggressively pressing your case,
focusing resources and creating opportunities to optimize a resolution for
your client.

Is a litigated result the only winning
exit strategy?

English and O’Malley are expert resolution advocates. They have developed
an approach to assist your clients in
better understanding the dynamics of
what it will take to resolve the challenge.
Resolution Strategies is involved
in a wide range of matters nationally
and internationally, including complex commercial disputes, intellectual
property matters, class-actions, institutional sex abuse matters, financial
institution litigation, and shareholder
disputes, among other matters. Whether through direct negotiations or
through mediation, Resolution Strategies knows how to put you in position
to understand whether the case can be
settled on terms that make sense for
you and your client.
The team at Resolution Strategies has been retained at every stage

of a dispute – pre-litigation, during
litigation, immediately pre-trial and
on appeal. More and more, they find
their clients seeking involvement at
the outset of a potential risk event.
And nearly every case they’ve been involved with has a successful outcome.

Interestingly, they may be even
more valuable when the case does
not settle. Having them in the wings,
watching at trial or during crucial
hearings has been invaluable.
OTLA is very fortunate to have
them as sponsors.

Here is what OTLA Board member and
Public Justice Award winner David
Sugerman has to say about working
with Resolution Strategies:

When you have the opportunity
to meet Eric English and Patrick
O’Malley at an OTLA event, please
take a moment to thank them for their
support and partnership.

I’ve been working with Eric English
and Pat O’Malley of Resolution Strategies for several years now. I involve
them in our largest cases needing
settlement counsel which allows the
rest of the team to focus on trial preparation and trial, without the distraction of settlement discussions.
But more than that, they bring high
skill and insights from their years of
experience as insiders. They understand how corporate decision-makers
think. Understanding that perspective
has been a major help on these cases.

You can reach them at:
Resolution Strategies LLP
515 NW Saltzman Road, #909
Portland, Oregon 97229
T: (503) 226-2800
F: (503) 226-2801
C: (503) 410-7777

OTLA ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
GET CONNECTED!
facebook.com/oregontriallawyers
twitter.com/OregonJustice
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OTLA Seeks to Use 2018 Elections to Change
the Culture of the Oregon Senate

T

he OTLA PAC Board is busy
interviewing candidates and
analyzing races as we head into
the 2018 elections. We have prioritized changing the culture in the
Oregon Senate after Senate leadership refused to allow a vote on the
legislation to overturn the worst
aspects of the Horton decision.
Their refusal to hold a roll call vote
meant that Senators who told us
they would vote yes, could instead
work behind the scenes to kill the
bill and it would be much tougher
to hold them accountable.
We have already had one success in Senate District 19 (Lake
Oswego, Tualatin, SW Portland).
Senator Richard Devlin, who resigned,
will likely be replaced by either Rob
Wagner or Claudia Black. Those are
the two candidates out of the field of
seven whom OTLA PAC recommended. That recommendation was based
on their commitment to issues of civil
justice and to changing the Senate.

We are also supporting OTLA
member Shemia Fagan’s efforts to
unseat Senator Rod Monroe. He was
one of the senators who stated his support to restore justice for the survivors
of abuse and serious injury, while
working behind the scenes to kill the
bill. A number of other groups are
concerned about Monroe’s successful

effort to kill affordable housing
legislation in 2017. Fagan is a civil
rights and employment lawyer
who was a strong supporter of civil
justice during her four years in the
Oregon House. Fagan is a former
school board member, mother of
two and the only woman in the
race.
Other races in the Senate and
House are starting to shape up as
well. There will likely be contested
races in Jackson and Lane counties, Bend and throughout the
Portland metro area. As the election season unfolds, we will keep
you updated.
A special thanks to those of you
who support the Guardians program.
Your generosity helps to elect candidates who share our values. We need
more people in the legislature who
will fight for the underdog, like OTLA
members do every day.

ELECTIONS continues on page 9
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ELECTIONS continued from page 8

How You Can Help Elect
Shemia Fagan

T

he end of the
2017 Oregon
Legislative
Session brought
a failure by
the Oregon
Senate to pass
legislation
ensuring victims of severe,
life-changing
Shemia Fagan
injuries their
constitutional
rights. After months of deliberating
and hearing from survivors, the Restore Justice for Survivors (Horton fix)
legislation was tabled without even
receiving a floor vote to hold senate
members accountable for their stance.
The rule of 16, meaning no floor vote
without 16 committed yes votes, set by
Oregon Senate President Peter Courtney, has far too long given his caucus
members the ability to say one thing
to advocates and another thing in the
privacy of their caucus meetings. Numerous sources pointed to four Democratic Senators standing in the way
of moving the bill: Senators Johnson,
Monnes Anderson, Steiner Hayward
and Monroe. Of course, in the end,
this is all speculation because there

was never a vote putting our elected
officials on the record. Senator Monroe
went as far as telling us in his PAC
endorsement interview seeking our
support for his re-election, he would be
a chief sponsor of a Horton fix bill in
the future, contrary to reports he was
one of few in the senate who worked to
kill our bill.
The OTLA PAC Board had a
lengthy discussion at the summer
convention and determined changing
the culture of the Oregon Senate must
be a top priority in this year’s election season. This means ensuring we
help recruit, promote and campaign
for candidates who will stand up and
demand accountability from their colleagues. We have been working with
our Restore Justice coalition partners
on recruiting candidates who believe
in changing the culture of the Senate.
We are proud to enthusiastically
endorse OTLA Guardian and former
state representative Shemia Fagan.
Her no-nonsense approach makes her
the perfect fit to fixing a broken Oregon Senate and she will be a champion
at protecting our clients’ rights. As a
state representative, Fagan was a tireless advocate for injured Oregonians.
She helped pass legislation to enhance
injured workers’ rights when navigating through the workers compensation
claims maze and passed PIP stacking and Cy-Pres legislation. We know
Fagan will be a champion for access to

Support Those Who Support Access to Justice!

O

TLA Pres
ident-elect
Sonya Fischer
is a leader who
is also stepping
up to run for
public office.
She deserves
your full
support now.
Fischer was
Sonya Fischer for
appointed to
Clackamas County
the Clackamas
Commission
County Commission in 2017. That position is important in terms of local government
decisions but also in terms of filling
vacancies for the state legislature. In
her first year as a Commissioner, she
has helped to orchestrate the selection

of two pro-civil justice appointees, one
in the Oregon House and the other in
the Oregon Senate.
The OTLA PAC by-laws do not
allow contributions to local government candidates (only to legislative
candidates) so the PAC is unable to
provide financial resources to Fischer.
She needs your financial support now
to have the funds necessary to win
in May. Because she was appointed,
Fischer has never been on the ballot in
Clackamas County. So we urge members to make individual contributions
directly to her campaign.
You can make donations via her
campaign website at sonyafischer.com
or mail at check to: Friends of Sonya
Fischer, PO Box 42307, Portland, OR
97242

justice in the Senate and is the change
that is needed.
Stand with OTLA and true civil
justice advocate, Shemia Fagan in
2018. We will be holding an OTLA fundraiser for her campaign on March 1st
in Portland and want to see all of you
in attendance. We will send out more
details as the location is confirmed. We
need all OTLA members to dig deep
and donate to Fagan’s campaign. This
is too big of an opportunity to miss
and if we are going to talk about holding the Senate accountable, this is our
chance. If you are unable to attend in
person, please either mail a check or
go online to donate. All information to
contribute to her campaign is below:
Checks:
Committee to Elect Shemia Fagan
PO Box 42307
Portland, OR 97242
Online: https://secure.c-esystems.com/
shemiafagan/donation.aspx
If you have any questions, please
reach out to OTLA staff member Jake
Hessel at 503-223-5587
or jake@oregontriallawyers.org
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Once Around: News about OTLA Members
OTLA Guardians Faith
Morse and David Linthorst
joined OTLA
Guardian and
Board Member
Kelly Andersen as partners
as of January 1,
2018. The new
Faith Morse
firm is Andersen Morse &
Linthorst. Kelly will continue to focus
on major civil litigation including
medical malpractice, product liability
and wrongful death cases. Morse will
continue to concentrate on nursing
home abuse and brain injury cases,
while Linthorst will keep his focus on
representing cyclists, pedestrians, motorists, and others who are seriously
injured.
It has been an exciting time for
the firm. Andersen was awarded the

2017 OSB
Oregon New
Lawyer’s Division Honorable
John V. Acosta
Professionalism
Award. Morse
was named a
Super Lawyer
Rising Star, and
was appointed
David Linthorst
to the OSB
Disciplinary
Committee Trial Panel and the OSB
Practice and Procedure Committee.
She also has been invited to speak at
an AAJ event and webinars on human
trafficking issues. Linthorst was invited to join the OSB Litigation Executive Committee. You can reach them at
541-773-7000, kelly@andernselaw.com,
faith@andersenlaw.com, and
david@andersenlaw.com.

OTLA Guardian and Board
member Rob
Kline recently
authored the
first of a two
part series on
the neglect
many children
suffer in state
custody for
Rob Kline
Youth, Rights
& Justice’s Juvenile Law Reader. Part
One addresses what the court-appointed juvenile dependency lawyer can
and should do when the lawyer discovers their child client may have experienced abuse, neglect or other injuries
while in the custody of the Oregon
Department of Human Services. Part
Two will address systemic problems
resulting in children in state custody
losing their legal rights and proposals
to preserve children’s rights in such
circumstances. To learn more you can
reach Kline at 503-224-6246 or rob@
klinelawpc.com.

Markowitz
Herbold PC
is pleased
to announce
that Steffan
Alexander has
been appointed
to the Public
Defense Services Commission by Oregon
Steffan Alexander
Supreme Court
Chief Justice Thomas Balmer. Alexander represents a broad range of
individuals and businesses in complex
civil litigation disputes. He is a former
prosecutor and believes in the value
of a strong public defense system.
The Public Defense Services Commission provides policy direction and
oversight, delivering trial level and
appellate legal services to financially
eligible individuals. You can reach
Alexander at 503-295-3085 or
steffanalexander@markowitzherbold.
com.

ONCE AROUND continues on page 11
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ONCE AROUND continued from page 10
David Sacks
has joined the
Portland law
firm Levin and
Levine as an
associate. Sacks
spent the previous six years
practicing primarily juvenile
defense as a
David Sacks
founding partner at Sacks & Goetz. Sacks will focus
his practice on personal injury and
general negligence cases. Sacks brings
extensive trial experience to Levin and
Levine, which has been representing
plaintiffs across Oregon since 2012.
You can reach Sacks at 503-946-8708
or david@levinandlevine.com.

Ivan Karmel
is pleased to
announce the
addition of
Elizabeth
Savage as a
named partner
of their new
firm, Karmel
Savage. The
firm will handle
Ivan Karmel
family law,
personal injury,
products liability, appellate
law, construction defect litigation, contract
disputes, contested probate
proceedings,
and defamation
cases. You can
Elizabeth Savage
reach them at
503-295-2486,
elizabeth@ivankarmel.com or ivan@
ivankarmel.com.

Got Time to
Volunteer?

Contact Nora Fogarty at
nora@oregontriallawyers.org
or 503-223-5587

Pre-Settlement Funding Companies:
To Use or Not To Use
Q&A from the OTLA Listserv
Question:
I know some of these companies are
highly frowned upon for a variety of
reasons. BUT I have a client whose
case is nowhere near ready to file
or submit for settlement and she’s
staring down losing her company and
house because of her auto injuries.
I’ve given all the disclaimers but she
wants to get a loan so she can see her
case through. I thought I’d see if anyone has any positive experiences with
these companies so I can maybe at
least get rid of the worst of the worst
for her. Thoughts?

Answer:

immediate cash. Brian does work in
many other states and says their average loan is for $1200.
Preferred Capital is the only lender
I am aware of in Oregon who voluntarily got licensed through the state.
Which means the company is limited
in the amount of interest they can
charge at 36%—some of these companies charge 200% interest or more.
Preferred Capital is an Annual Sponsor of OTLA at the highest level. Brian
attended convention, heard about the
Guardian program, the Horton fight
and how important Guardians are to
protecting our clients’ rights in the
Oregon legislature and nationally. He
became a Guardian member on the
spot. He is a true believer and walks
the walk.
So if you client is in need, please
consider Preferred Capital Funding to
assist.

Great question. I know many of us
shy away from our clients taking out
loans because most of these companies
charge such outrageous interest rates,
our clients are taken to the cleaners.
OTLA President Greg Zeuthen
Over the past few months, I have gotten to know Brian Garelli at Preferred
Contact Brian Garelli
Capital.
Brian
is a trial
lawyer
in
When your
client
needs
a lawsuit
loan the choice is simple:
at Preferred Capital Funding
Illinois who still practices and runs
630-660-3845
Preferred
Capital.
HeFunding
started
the
com Preferred
Capital
is the
largest
supporter of the OTLA
brian@pcfcash.com
 offer
PCF isbridge
the ONLYloans
licensed
in Oregon
pany to
tolender
clients
in

PCF's President and founder, Brian Garelli, personally contributes to the OTLA PAC at the highest
the hopescontribution
the loanlevel
would tide them
or Samantha Glista
over and give them more options by
702-947-9775
Don't let your
clients
go with a company
thatto
charges
relieving
the
pressure
to settle
get more and gives no support to your causes. Our main Oregon
representative, Samantha Glista, can be reached anytime at samantha@pcfcash.com
702-947-9775 or via email at Samantha@pcfcash.com.
Our staff can be reached anytime toll free at 800-774-7106 or your clients can apply on-line at www.pcfcash.com.
Our team looks forward to serving your clients!

Oregon Loan Comparison
Oregon Loan Comparison
*Based
*Based on a $1000
loan on a $1000 loan
Preferred
Funding
Preferred Capital
Capital Funding

Our
Oregon
OtherMain
mainCompetitor
competitor in
in Oregon

1st day after loan closes

$1,000.98

1st day after loan closes

$1,556.25

6 months out

$1,180.00

6 months out

$1,937.53

12 months out

$1,360.00

12 months out

$2,412.22

18 months out

$1,540.00

18 months out

$3,003.21

24 months out

$1,720.00

24 months out

$3,739.00

30 months out

$1,900.00

30 months out

$4,655.06

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

*36% simple interest

*24.5% fee for each 6 months

*NO application fees

*$150 application fee

*NO wire fee or direct deposit fee

*$100 fee to wire funds into account
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Guardian Spotlight:

Keith Dozier: A Steadfast and Driven Advocate
for Civil Justice

L

ongtime, faithful Guardian
Keith Dozier
grew up in a family of service. He
spent much of his
youth in South
Carolina and
England where
his father was
stationed while
serving in the
US Air Force. As
a young kid, he
Keith Dozier
grew up fishing and playing
sports when he wasn’t cutting grass or
delivering newspapers to earn spending money. He learned, early on, the
value of hard work and the importance
of being a part of your community. He
worked at an airport fire department,
animal hospital, car wash and bagged
groceries at the
local Piggly Wiggly. Those early experiences help him connect to his clients
to this day.
After receiving his law degree in
2001 from Lewis & Clark Law School,
Dozier worked as an associate at Griffin McCandlish and then partnered
with OTLA Past President and fellow
Guardian Steve Piucci before hanging
out his own shingle in Lake Oswego.
Even in his greener years, Dozier
always stepped up and contributed
to OTLA’s ballot measure campaigns
and served on the OTLA Board of
Governors.
In 2008, Dozier won a landmark
case in Federal Court securing largescale justice for four African American
former employees of Thomason Toyota
in Gladstone who were forced to endure a hostile, racially charged work
environment. In 2011, Dozier helped
expose the dangers of wire glass in
Portland Public Schools while representing a severely injured child. He
has been recognized in the “Top 100
Trial Lawyers” every year since 2013.
He has also been elected to The American Board of Trial Advocates and the
Oregon chapter. His favorite activity
is spending time with his kids, always
prioritizing volunteering at events and
coaching little league.

Dozier embodies the art
of quietly doing the right
thing, year after year, without fanfare. And for that, we
thank him.
In the words of Keith
Dozier:

My worklife has changed
in the last year because:

I have been fortunate to
have hired a great new
paralegal, Melissa Jorgenson, and have cut my caseload so I can spend more
time with my two children and focus
on fewer files.

The opportunities I see from that
change are:

To be a more present father and a
more focused advocate for my clients.

The best thing about my job is:

Helping those who are injured and
their families get through difficult
times. There is nothing more humbling
and gratifying than when I get a nice
note or a call from a client or their
family member thanking us for the
work we have done for them. We, as
lawyers, are truly privileged to serve
others for a living.
I also have a huge appreciation for
the opportunities I have had to work
with friends and colleagues who are
dedicated to the same task – other
lawyers, staff, experts, treating doctors, etc. It’s comforting to know there
are decent and caring people in the
world.

The hardest thing about my job is:

Facing the reality that very bad things
happen to good people and sometimes
there is little or nothing I/we can do
about it.

What I do in my job is:

I view my job as giving a voice to
clients who need the assistance of
the civil justice system. I try to make
the legal process understandable and
stress free for them - as much as possible. I am constantly trying to be a
better communicator so my clients can
make decisions with confidence and

understanding.

When I was a new lawyer, I wish
I knew:

Not to be so afraid of failure. I have
learned more from losing a single jury
trial than I have learned from every
CLE I have ever attended combined.

Growing up I thought I would become:
An Air Force fighter pilot.

Why I did/didn’t (see above):
Poor eyesight.

Why I give to The Guardians of Civil
Justice program:

It’s just the right thing to do. You have
to put your money where your mouth
is. If you say you are an advocate for
justice, then step up. And, selfishly, I
have gotten so much out of OTLA —
great advice, lasting relationships, etc.
That makes it easy to give back.

What I’d like colleagues to know
about OTLA is:

I hope they all know the work OTLA
does at the state legislature is as
important as the work we do in the
courtroom. Much goes on that we don’t
always see, huge efforts by people we
owe a lot of thanks to. Access to justice
ensures we get the chance to do our jobs.

There’s more to life than my job.
My favorite activities are:

Being a parent, running, live music
and being on the water.

I knew I was grown up when:

My first child was born. When you
care more about another person than
taking your next breath all priorities
change.

I relax by:

Running. Listening to old vinyl
through a refurbished pair of 35 yearold Boston Acoustic speakers that I
love — a gift from a dear friend. Chasing an olive around a martini glass.

I’ve always wanted to:
Climb Mt. Ranier.

SPOTLIGHT continues on page 13
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SPOTLIGHT continued from page 12
I’ll do it (see above) when:
Maybe this summer.

My best subjects in high school were:
Math and skipping school.

The classes in law school
I dreaded were:

Secured transactions and property
transactions.

My first job was:

I bagged groceries and stocked shelves
at a Piggly Wiggly grocery store in
South Carolina.

I’m Proudest of:

My kids, family and friends.

I wish:

I could learn to be more patient.

your client.
Seek the honest criticism of
others. Meet with
judges, mediators or arbitrators
after the fact. Ask
them to share
their thoughts
about what you
did well and, far
more important,
Keith Dozier and children Trip and Ellie
what you could
have done better
Gilmour, Bruce Springsteen, John Lee
or differently.
Hooker, Elmore James, Randy NewWhen in doubt, give grace. We all
man, George Harrison, Steve Ferrone,
screw up or make bad decisions under
Stevie Ray Vaughan, Keith Richards,
stress. It’s not always personal and
Charlie Watts, Robert Earl Keen, Jr.,
you rarely know what another indiLyle Lovett, Guy Clark, Townes Van
vidual is dealing with in his/her life.
Zandt…

What I appreciate most among
my friends:

Guilty pleasure:

A lack of drama and a great sense of
humor.

I can’t live without:

My favorite authors/poets/
musicians/movies:

The occasional cigar.
The sound of my kids laughing at each
other.

Most influential person in my life:

My late mother, Victoria Dozier. She
was a successful artist, teacher and
businesswoman. She sacrificed for her
children, practiced the golden rule and
set a great example for how to keep a
positive attitude in tough circumstances. I am still learning from her.

Favorite fictional character:

“Doc” from the book Cannery Row by
John Steinbeck.

Advice you would give to
a new lawyer:

A few things:
Always put your client’s needs first,
even if that means involving a more
experienced attorney in the case to
help you handle it correctly. Don’t ever
be too proud to ask for help.
“Just because you can, doesn’t
mean you should” – practice being
measured both in responses to others
and in deciding what path to take on
your client’s behalf.
When drafting a response to a difficult person, set it aside overnight and
re-read it the next day before sending.
Do not waste time engaging in arguments that merely involve ego and/or
which ultimately serve no purpose for

Earnest Hemingway, Robert W. Service, John Steinbeck, Walt Whitman,
Tom Petty, Mike Campbell, David

The reformation/revolution I
appreciate the most:

Easy — Side four, Track 1 of the White
Album.

My motto:

“Know the room.”

My epitaph:

“He really hated celery.”
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The OWCA Full Day
CLE will be on
Friday, March 9th.

We’ll start with registration and
breakfast at 8:30 am, learn until
4:30pm, and party (sensibly) until 6.
**New Location** This CLE will be
held at the Club Room at the Red Star
Tavern in downtown Portland.

Mark your Calendars
You won’t want to miss these events
FRIDAY, MARCH 2ND:

Brain Injury CLE with Oregon
Brain Injury Alliance,
Portland, OR
FRIDAY, APRIL 6TH:

Implicit Bias CLE, Portland, OR
AUGUST 2–4TH:

Convention at Sunriver Resort
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26TH:

All day Motor Vehicles CLE,
Portland, OR
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14TH:
(TENTATIVE)

SnowBall, Portland, OR
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